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Abstract. The role of the atmosphere in target acquisition modeling is
investigated experimentally. Three models are compared to experimen-
tal results measured on the Golan Heights, Israel. Concepts considered
are atmospheric attenuation versus atmospheric blur, and contrast-
limited (blur-limited) versus noise-limited imaging. Results indicate that
the role of the atmosphere in target acquisition is blur rather than attenu-
ation and that for ranges of the order of a few kilometers, modern sen-
sors are limited by atmospheric blur rather than by noise. A significant
portion of the atmospheric blur derives from small angle forward scatter-
ing by aerosols, which actually increases measured temperature differ-
ences for ranges up to a few kilometers. © 1998 Society of Photo-Optical

Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(98)00907-6]
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1 Introduction

Target acquisition models have been developed to quantify

the quality of the image of a distant object seen by an

observer who uses optical instrumentation. Images of dis-

tant objects are usually distorted by the atmosphere and

optical instrumentation. These distortions affect the ability

of an observer to extract information from the image about

the given object. An accurate estimation of the probability

of detection, recognition or identification will be reached

only if a ‘‘true to reality’’ target acquisition model is used.

Such models must include real life atmospheric effects,

such as blur.

This paper compares three target acquisition models

tested in an experiment held on the Golan Heights, Israel,

in October 1996. The target acquisition models compared

are:

Model a. standard Institute for Defense Analyses/U.S.

Army Night Vision Laboratory ~IDA/NVL!
noise-limited target acquisition model,1,2

which includes atmospheric transmission but

not blur

Model b. IDA/NVL noise-limited target acquisition

model corrected to include atmospheric

blur2,3

Model c. contrast-limited target acquisition model,2,4

which is also blur-limited.

All three models are summarized in Sections 11.2, 19.3 and

19.2, respectively, in Reference 2. These models are re-

ferred to here as models a, b and c, respectively.

2 Background

The spectrum of a target is multiplied by several modula-
tion transfer functions ~MTFs!. The clarity of the image is
therefore decreased. When the amplitude of the signal com-
ing from the target is lower than the sensitivity threshold of
the imaging system, it will not be detected by the imaging
system and the energy that the signal was carrying will be
lost. The loss of energy means a loss of information about
the target. Since most of the energy lost is at high spatial
frequencies, the image seen by the observer is blurred.

Imaging systems have several different detectors. Each
detector has a sensitivity threshold. The overall sensitivity
threshold of the imaging system derives from the highest
among all the thresholds existing in the system. Common
imaging systems have two sensitivity thresholds, the sensi-
tivity threshold of the human eye ~which is considered as a
detector! and the sensitivity threshold of the electro-optical
detectors.

The sensitivity threshold of the human eye depends di-
rectly on contrast. An imaging system whose MTF is lim-
ited by the contrast threshold is shown2,4 in Fig. 1 and is
called a contrast-limited system. The upper curve depicts
the overall imaging-system MTF. The lower curve depicts
the threshold contrast required by the observer. The spatial
frequency at which both curves meet defines the maximum
usable spatial frequency of the imaging system, designated

here as f r max . Contrast-limited imaging thus involves a

contrast limitation deriving from the overall system MTF
and the threshold contrast of the observer at the output,2,4

and blur deriving from the spatial frequency bandwidth

limitation f r max .

On the other hand, the sensitivity threshold of electro-
optical detectors depends directly on the noise level of the
imaging system. When the sensitivity threshold of the
electro-optical detectors is high, the imaging system is con-
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sidered to be ‘‘noisy.’’ A noisy image is characterized by
random snow. Since the resolution of the imaging system is
limited by a threshold caused by noise, it is called a noise-
limited imaging system. The highest spatial frequency

f r max usable by an observer is derived from the point

where both system and threshold signal-to-noise ratio
~SNR! curves meet, as can be seen2,4 in Fig. 2.

It is seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that whenever an image is

contrast- or blur-limited f r max in Fig. 1 will be smaller than

f r max in Fig. 2.

In terms of bar charts f r max
21 represents the width of the

narrowest equivalent line pair that can still be detectable by
an observer, i.e.,

2Dx8> f r max
21 , ~1!

where f r max represents the maximal spatial frequency that

can still be detectable in the image and Dx8 represent the

width of each line of this narrowest line pair in the image.3

Since detail of size less than (2 f r max)
21 is blurred,

contrast-limited imagery is also blur-limited.
For different detection levels such as recognition and

identification, several line pairs of width f r max
21 placed over

the critical dimension of the target x8 are required,

x852nDx8>n f r max
21 , ~2!

where n is determined by the particular resolution criteria,

the percentage of observers that can satisfy the specific

resolution task, and the background clutter. The number n

is derived from the Johnson5,6 chart, which was developed
in the late 1950s. Johnson was using image intensifier pic-
tures with high SNRs for his experiments so that noise was
not an issue. Thus, Johnson’s imaging system was limited
by contrast and the Johnson charts were developed origi-
nally for contrast-limited systems.2,5,6

Rosell7 and Rosell & Wilson8 expanded Johnson’s work
for low level light conditions and thus for noise-limited
imaging systems. As thermal imaging systems developed
research groups at the NVL tried to characterize observer
performance with these imaging systems. The thermal im-
aging systems used by the NVL groups in those years were
relatively ‘‘noisy,’’ therefore the models developed were
for noise-limited imaging systems. The spatial frequency
performance of noisy thermal imaging devices is character-
ized by the minimum resolvable temperature ~MRT!, which
represents the noise threshold level as a function of spatial
frequency in noise-limited systems such as shown in Fig. 2.

The effect of the atmosphere on a thermal signal in
noise-limited models was represented in these IDA/NVL
models by the atmospheric transmission factor t, which is
equal to

t5exp ~2batmR !, ~3!

where batm is the path integrated average atmospheric ex-

tinction coefficient over path length R . As can be seen from

Eq. ~3!, the atmosphere’s role in noise limited models is to
decrease the temperature difference of the signal coming
from the target.

Evaluating the performance of a thermal imaging system
was done by measuring its MRT. Since the MRT represents
noise threshold level, an imaging system with lower MRT
was considered to be a better one.

2.1 Noise-Limited Model Based on Atmospheric
Transmission (Model a)

One of the widely used target acquisition models is the
IDA/NVL target acquisition model ~referred to here as
model a!. According to this model for every target acquisi-
tion mission, one can calculate the ratio of the atmospheri-
cally degraded thermal signal to the aspect corrected value
of MRT. This ratio is called normalized SNR, given by1,2

SNR5Kr5

DT exp ~2batmR !

MRT0 exp ~gbsysR/s !/~e/7!1/2
, ~4!

where DT is the actual brightness temperature difference

between the target and its background, e is the aspect ratio
of the target, and g is the task difficulty function according

to the Johnson criteria. For example, g51 for detection

and g54 for recognition. Here MRT0 is the MRT that can

be detected when the target’s spatial angular frequency ap-

proaches zero, and bsys is the resolution coefficient of the

imaging system. The system’s MRT involves an approxi-
mation of the MRT curve to an exponential function and is
given by1,2

Fig. 1 Spatial frequency bandwidth (f r max) for contrast-limited im-
aging.

Fig. 2 Spatial frequency bandwidth (f r max) for noise-limited imag-
ing.
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MRT5MRT0 exp ~gbsysR/s !/~e/7!1/2. ~5!

SNR can be calculated when the probability r of carrying
out a given task of recognition or detection is given by

r5

Kr
E

11Kr
E , ~6!

where

E52.710.7Kr . ~7!

The maximal distance R , in which the acquisition task is

accomplished with the probability r, can be determined

from Eq. ~4! after determining Kr from Eq. ~6!.
As can be seen from Eq. ~4!, the IDA/NVL noise-limited

target acquisition model characterizes the distortions of the
target’s signal caused by passing through the atmosphere
and is characterized by a transmission function constant for
all spatial frequencies according to Eq. ~3!.

2.2 Noise-Limited Model Based on Atmospheric
MTF (Model b)

Since modern thermal imagers have significantly improved
resolution over those in the 60s and 70s, distortions caused
by the atmosphere to a thermal image significantly depend
now on spatial frequencies.2,3 Such atmospheric blur de-
pends on two main factors, MTF due to turbulence and
MTF due to scattering and absorption by aerosols. Watkins
and Dutro9 found that image degradation contains extinc-
tion losses from propagation as well as blurring due to at-
mospheric MTF, which is spatial frequency dependent.
This limitation on contrast imposed by the atmosphere is
blur rather than transmission. Transmission is included in
atmospheric aerosol MTF, which describes blur caused in
light scatter by aerosols.

2.2.1 Turbulence MTF

Turbulence results from random fluctuations in the atmo-
spheric refractive index, which causes the light to arrive at
different angles at the receiver. This results in image danc-
ing, distortion, and blurring. The turbulence MTF for long
exposures is represented by

MTFle5exp ~257.4an5/3Cn
2l21/3R !, ~8!

where a is unity for a plane wave and 3/8 for a spherical

wave, l is the measured radiation wavelength, Cn
2 is the

turbulence strength factor, and n is angular spatial fre-
quency.

For short exposures ~about 1 ms or less! the turbulence
MTF is

MTFse5exp $257.4an5/3Cn
2l21/3R@12m~n/D !1/3#%, ~9!

where D is the aperture diameter of the imaging system and

m equals 0.5 in the far field and 1 in the near field.
Turbulence MTF can noticeably affect the higher spatial

frequencies of thermal images.2,3,9

2.2.2 Aerosol MTF

In addition to turbulence, there are scattering and absorp-
tion caused by aerosols and molecules that exist in the at-
mosphere. Very little of the scattered light that is dispersed
by aerosols reaches the imaging system mostly because of
its limited field of view ~FOV!. Furthermore, some of the
scattered light that reaches the receiver may not be detected
because of the limited dynamic range of the detector and its
limited bandwidth. Part of the unscattered light can be ab-
sorbed by such particulates. The scattering and absorption
of energy by the aerosols affects all spatial frequencies,
therefore causing edges in the image to be blurred and the
image to be smoothed.
The aerosol MTF ~approximated by a Gaussian form for
simplification! is represented by2–4,10–12

MTF~n !5H exp F2AaR2SaRS n

nc
D 2G , n<nc

exp @2~Aa1Sa!R# , n>nc

, ~10!

where Aa and Sa are the atmospheric effective absorption

and scattering coefficients, respectively, and nc is the an-

gular spatial cutoff frequency at the aerosol MTF high fre-

quency asymptote. In clear weather, nc is determined pri-

marily by the optical instrumentation characteristics such as
FOV, dynamic range and spatial frequency bandwidth of
the imaging system.4,10–12 In inclement weather, it is deter-
mined primarily by the aerosol size distribution.2

For n>nc , aerosol MTF is approximately atmospheric

transmission. However, at lower spatial frequencies mea-
sured atmospheric transmission is increased by small angle
forward scatter as a function of spatial frequency. There-

fore, DT in Eq. ~4! is multiplied by Eq. ~10! instead of by

Eq. ~3! to yield received temperature difference, which is2,3

DTr5H DT0 exp S 2

batm

Rc
2 R3D , R<Rc

DT0 exp ~2batmR !, R>Rc

, ~11!

where Rc is the cutoff range corresponding to the spatial

angular cutoff frequency nc

Rc5

ncx

g
. ~12!

Consequently, a model was developed based on the
IDA/NVL model but including the dependence of atmo-
spheric blur on spatial frequency imposed on the image by
the atmosphere. In other words, the noise-limited target ac-
quisition model that was suggested is based on atmospheric
MTF instead of atmospheric transmission. The atmospheric
transmittance is included in the aerosol MTF and becomes
an asymptote for high spatial frequencies if turbulence is

weak. For ranges greater than Rc the asymptote of the aero-

sol MTF equals approximately the atmospheric transmit-
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tance. The IDA/NVL model assumed that this equality ex-

ists for all distances, including those smaller than Rc . This

assumption was contradicted in this experiment. Since for

n.nc aerosol MTF approximately equals the atmospheric

transmittance, in cases of weak turbulence model b agrees

with the IDA/NVL model for R.Rc . For shorter ranges

even in weak turbulence, these models are in disagreement.
The Ben-Gurion University model for noise limited

model imaging ~model b! is characterized for short expo-
sures by2,4

SNR55
DT0 exp @2~batm /Rc

2!R3# exp $257.4~g/x !5/3Cn
2l21/3R8/3@12m~gl/sD !1/3#%

MRT0 exp @~g/x !bsysR#/~e/7!1/2
, R<Rc

DT0 exp ~2batmR ! exp $257.4~g/x !5/3Cn
2l21/3R8/3@12m~gl/sD !1/3#%

MRT0 exp @~g/x !bsysR#/~e/7!1/2
, R>Rc ,

~13!

and for long exposures by

SNR55
DT0 exp @2~batm /Rc

2!R3# exp @257.4~g/x !5/3Cn
2l21/3R8/3!

MRT0 exp @~g/x !bsysR#/~e/7!1/2
, R<Rc

DT0 exp ~2batmR ! exp @257.4~g/x !5/3Cn
2l21/3R8/3#

MRT0 exp @~g/x !bsysR#/~e/7!1/2
, R>Rc

~14!

As seen in Eqs. ~13! and ~14!, turbulence and aerosol MTFs
are included in the numerators.

2.3 Contrast-Limited Model Based on Atmospheric
MTF (Model c)

This third model2,4 was also developed at the Ben-Gurion
University for cases in which the imaging system is
contrast- or blur-limited. Models for contrast-limited imag-
ing systems are based mainly on Johnson’s criteria, which
was actually developed for contrast-limited imaging. The
probabilities for target acquisition and acquisition time de-
pend on the spatial frequency bandwidth of the imaging
system. This bandwidth is derived from the point where
both atmospheric MTF curve and human eye threshold con-
trast curves intersect, as shown in Fig. 1.

Schulze13 approximated the human eye threshold con-
trast curve as

^ eye ~n !5

ne

exp ~2c1n !2exp ~2c2n !
, ~15!

where ^eye is the threshold contrast required by the human

visual system, n in cycles per degree, ne50.001033, c1

50.1138 deg and c250.325 deg.

Fig. 3 describes this approximation of the human eye
threshold contrast curve which is especially accurate at
higher spatial frequencies. The spatial frequency at the
cross point of the curves determines the minimal number of
line pairs over the minimum image dimension of the target
that can be resolved by the observer. This spatial fre-

quency, which is designated in Fig. 1 as f r max , is the tar-

get’s maximal resolvable frequency and therefore deter-
mines the probability of various acquisition tasks.2,4

For angular spatial frequency nmax corresponding to spa-

tial frequency f r max , the number of resolvable line pairs n

over target critical dimension x for a given probability of

acquisition task can be determined from2,4

n5nmaxx/R . ~16!

The probability of acquisition equals

r5

~n/n50!
E

11~n/n50!
E , ~17!

where

E52.710.7~n/n50!, ~18!

and n50 is the number of line pairs over the target critical

dimension from the Johnson chart.2,5,6

Fig. 3 Human vision threshold contrast approximated by Eq. (15).
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Today, most thermal imaging systems have very low noise
levels because of the technology used in thermal detectors.
Therefore, most images are not noise-limited, i.e., snowy,
but rather contrast- or blur-limited. As a result, target ac-
quisition modeling will be improved by returning to
Johnson’s original modeling, which was for contrast-
limited imaging and expanding it to include atmospheric
MTF, which, for long ranges, limits the resolution more
than the hardware does.2,4,12 Although in most cases with
modern imaging systems the image is contrast- or blur-
limited, there are some cases where the image may be
noise-limited. Therefore noise- and contrast-limited models
should be considered as complementary models. Both mod-
els should include effects of the atmospheric MTF to de-
scribe blur rather than transmission.2

3 Experiment

A comparison of the three target acquisition models de-
scribed here was performed to find the model closest to

reality as reflected in our experiment. The experiment was
held October 8, 1996, on the Golan Heights, Israel. For our

experiment we used a 2.232.2 m bar chart, which was

placed at distances of 60 m, 1 km, and 2.3 km. The pictures
of the bar charts and a GMC truck, which was placed next
to it were taken in the late afternoon and at midnight with
Amber’s Radiance 1 camera. The camera’s focal length
was 250 mm and its field of view was 38.9 mrad. Meteo-
rological data for the day of the experiment are given in
Table 1.

To determine the camera’s MTF we took pictures of the
bar charts placed at a distance of 60 m, measured the image
edge response,2,11 and derived the imaging system MTF.
We did the same procedure for bar charts and targets at
distances of 1 and 2.3 km and found atmospheric plus hard-
ware MTFs for these distances, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
To determine the atmospheric MTF, the atmospheric plus
hardware MTFs were divided by the hardware MTF. As
range increases atmospheric MTF becomes more dominant
over hardware MTF. Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! show the actual
and restored images ~using an atmospheric Wiener filter2,14!

Fig. 4 Total, hardware and atmospheric MTFs for 1 and 2.3 km
imaging distance.

Fig. 5 Atmospheric MTF and its aerosol and turbulence MTF com-
ponents (Ref. 23) for 2.3 km distance.

Table 1 Meteorological data measured in the experiment.

Time
Wind

Direction
Wind Velocity

(m/s)
Air

Temperature (C)
Effective

Temperature (C)
Deep

Temperature (C)
Surf

Temperature (C)
Relative

Humidity (%)
Pressure
(mbar)

1545 258.8 6.653 25.01 28.55 25.01 28.55 39.09 937

1600 271.1 5.338 25.07 28.46 25.07 28.46 37.74 937

1615 271.3 5.531 24.57 27.96 24.57 27.96 37.93 937

1630 281 4.952 24.02 26.84 24.02 26.84 39.2 937

1645 287.6 4.098 23.62 25.82 23.62 25.82 41.57 937

1700 283.6 4.086 23.01 24.68 23.01 24.68 45.03 936

1715 301.7 2.754 22.52 23.35 22.52 23.35 44.1 936

1730 296.9 2.492 21.94 21.96 21.94 21.96 53.57 936

1745 294.8 2.252 21.62 21.25 21.62 21.25 54.73 936

0000 299.4 0.815 17.58 16.6 17.58 16.6 82.4 936

0015 299.8 1.202 17.94 16.74 17.94 16.74 82 935

0030 304.4 0.986 17.94 16.89 17.94 16.89 81.7 935

0045 312.2 0.948 17.8 16.81 17.8 16.81 82.3 935
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for the 2.3 km range. The restored image indicates the ver-
tical bars in the resolution chart are not uniform but af-
fected by reflections from the sky. This may decrease the

apparent DT . This is emphasized here because as shown

later, the apparent or measured DT was actually greater

than expected from atmospheric transmission.

4 Results

The three models were compared in two steps. First, the
necessity to include atmospheric blur in the noise-limited

models was confirmed by comparing models a and b. Then
a comparison between models b and c was made.

4.1 Atmospheric Transmission versus Atmospheric
MTF

As described, the difference between model a and model b
is that in model b the signal that reaches the imaging sys-
tem is multiplied by the atmospheric MTF and not by the
atmospheric transmittance, as done in model a.

Fig. 6 (a) Recorded image (2.3 km distance) and (b) restored image using atmospheric MTF with an
atmospheric Wiener filter.
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Figure 7 shows the range dependent atmospheric trans-
mittance and atmospheric MTF used in models a and b
measured in the late afternoon and calculated using Eqs.

~3!, ~9! and ~10!. The expected degradation of the target DT

at both distances according to these models is also noted.
Fig. 8 shows the range dependent atmospheric transmit-
tance and atmospheric MTF used in models a and b mea-
sured at midnight and calculated using Eqs. ~3!, ~9! and

~10!. The expected degradation of the target DT at both

distances according to these models is also noted.
Since turbulence was weak ~Fig. 5! the atmospheric

MTF curve coincides with the atmospheric transmittance

curve for R.Rc in Figs. 7 and 8. It is to be expected that

for strong turbulence the atmospheric MTF curve will be
lower for all ranges and will not coincide with the atmo-

spheric transmittance curve for R.Rc .

Figs. 9 and 10 shows the SNR according to Eqs. ~4! and
~13!. It can be seen from the figures that the transmission of

the atmosphere at distances smaller than Rc predicted by

model b is higher than that of model a.
The measurements of the atmospheric transmission at

the relevant spatial frequencies were performed by measur-

ing DT as the difference in gray levels between the black

bar and the white bar of a thermal target placed 60 m from

the imaging system. Measuring DT was done by averaging

the gray levels at the middle of each bar and then subtract-
ing the results. This measurement gives the signal strength
emitted from the target.

The procedure was repeated again for images at dis-
tances of 1 and 2.3 km from the camera. In these measure-
ments the pixels in the image that were averaged were the
same pixels that were averaged for targets at a distance of
60 m. The temperature differences that were measured at
distances of 1 and 2.3 km are presented in the column en-
titled measured transmission in Table 2. Table 2 summa-

rizes the degradation of DT measured in the late afternoon

at different distances. The results in the columns entitled
expected transmission for model b and expected transmis-
sion for model a were calculated by multiplying the tem-
perature difference of the close target ~60 m! with the at-
mospheric transmittance or atmospheric MTF, depending
on the model used, as described by

DTr5DT0 exp ~2batmR ! ~19!

for model a, and

DTr5DT0 exp S 2

batm

Rc
2 R3D

3expH 257.4S g

s
D 5/3

Cn
2l21/3R8/3F12mS gl

sD
D 1/3G J

~20!

for model b, which includes the atmospheric MTF.

Fig. 7 Expected atmospheric transmission and atmospheric MTF
versus range in the experiment that was held in the afternoon; the 1
and 2.3 km ranges are marked off.

Fig. 8 Expected atmospheric transmission and MTF versus range
in the experiment that was held at midnight; 1 and 2.3 km ranges
are marked off.

Fig. 9 Expected SNR versus range in the experiment that was held
in the afternoon.

Melamed et al.: Experimental comparison of three target acquisition models
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In Eqs. ~19! and ~20!, R was taken as 1 and 2.3 km

~from these distances we subtracted 60 m!. The angular
spatial frequencies that were used for the calculations in
Eq. ~20! were the frequencies of the bar chart ~1 cycle/mrad
for 1 km and 2.3 cycles/mrad for 2.3 km!. It can be as-
sumed that the high atmospheric transmission that was
measured in the experiment and is shown in Table 2 results
from measuring the transmission at these low angular spa-
tial frequencies. Analysis of the aerosol MTF knee indi-
cates atmosphere transmittance is of the order of 70% per

1 km distance, which yields batm50.36 km21. Analysis

with LOWTRAN 7 indicates that much of the attenuation
~about 60%! is absorption. At low angular spatial frequen-
cies the aerosol MTF had only a very small attenuation
effect on the atmospheric transmission. Conservation of en-
ergy implies light that was scattered cannot also be ab-
sorbed by the same particulate. Therefore, particulate ~in-
cluding both molecules and aerosols! absorption affects
mostly the high spatial frequency region of the aerosol
MTF ~which involves the unscattered light image!, and the
low spatial frequency region ~which involves the scattered
light image! is hardly subject to it.15 This helps explain why
the expected transmission and the measured transmission
using model b are higher than expected for model a, since
absorption decreases aerosol MTF primarily at high spatial

frequencies and much less at low ones.15 The high DT mea-

sured according to gray levels cannot be explained by at-
mospheric transmission but can be explained by aerosol
MTF.

It can be seen clearly from the results presented in Table
2 that model b depicts reality as reflected in the experiment
much better than does model a. The reason is that small
angle forward scatter causes the middle of the white bar
image to be much whiter because radiation from nearby
regions in the white bar object is also imaged into the
middle of the white bar image. Such small angle forward
scatter effects are not considered or included in model a.
This forward scatter causes the measured transmission at
low spatial frequencies to be higher than expected from Eq.
~3!. The significant role of the aerosol MTF is thus con-
firmed in Table 2, which clearly supports target acquisition
model b.

4.2 Noise-Limited Model versus Contrast-Limited
Model

Having seen that atmospheric effects on target acquisition
are blur rather than transmission, we now compare models
b and c, both of which include atmospheric blur in the form
of atmospheric MTF. The comparison between models b
and c is performed by finding probabilities of detection,
recognition, and identification for both models and compar-
ing them with the ability to detect or recognize targets in
the images.

From a close look at the model equations it is to be
expected that if the image is contrast- or blur-limited ~when
the eye contrast threshold is higher than the noise thresh-
old!, then model c will result in a lower probability to per-
form a target acquisition task than model b.

The noise threshold, which is represented by the MRT,
was found by using the FLIR92 model with the data which
was given by the Amber Radiance 1 manufacturer. The
results were also compared with the manufacturer results.

The curves of the noise threshold ~MRT!; the eye con-
trast threshold, as calculated using Eq. ~15!; and the total
measured system MTF ~calculated from the system edge
response! are shown in Fig. 11 for pictures that were taken
in the late afternoon and in Figs. 12 and 13 for pictures that
were taken at midnight. It should be noted that the imaging
system’s cutoff frequency ~nyquist frequency! as limited by
the hardware was only 3269 cy/radian.

Fig. 10 Expected SNR versus range in the experiment that was
held at midnight.

Fig. 11 Total MTF, noise threshold (MRT) and contrast threshold
versus angular spatial frequency in the experiment held in the after-
noon. Range is 1 km.

Table 2 Expected transmission of DT according to models a and b
versus observed transmission at different distances.

Distance
(km)

Expected
Transmission

Using Model a

Expected Transmission
at Bar Target Frequency

Using Model b
Measured

Transmission

1 0.6977 0.9774 0.94

2.3 0.437 0.7577 0.85*

*See the Appendix.
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The maximal resolvable angular spatial frequency in a
noise-limited image is the frequency where the noise
threshold curve ~MRT! crosses the atmospheric MTF curve
instead of the total system MTF curve because the MRT
curve already includes the hardware MTF. On the other
hand, the maximal resolvable angular spatial frequency in a
contrast-limited image is the frequency where the eye con-
trast threshold curve intersects the total MTF curve, which
includes the hardware MTF and the atmospheric MTF.

As illustrated in Figs. 11, 12 and 13, the angular spatial
frequency bandwidth is limited by the higher threshold ~the
one that limits the maximal resolvable angular spatial fre-
quency! and that is the eye contrast threshold. It can be
seen that the noise level of a modern camera such as Radi-
ance 1 is very low.

Because of the system’s hardware limitation, the real
cutoff frequency of the imaging system is limited by FOV

and equals 3269 cycles/rad. This limitation means that the
noise threshold curve does not behave as shown in Figs.
11–13 but goes straight up at the hardware cutoff fre-
quency. Table 3 shows the maximal resolvable angular spa-
tial frequencies for both thresholds. For noise-limited im-
aging it is the hardware limit, since the noise is so low.

For presentation of probabilities of recognition and de-
tection as a function of distance from the target, Eqs. ~16!
to ~18! were used. Fig. 14 shows the probability of recog-
nition as a function of range from the target for models b
and c in the experiment that was held in the late afternoon.
Figs. 15 and 16 show the probability of recognition as a
function of range from the target for models b and c in the
experiments that were held at midnight. The results seen in

Figs. 14–16 were calculated for the recognition task (n50

54). The results seen in Figs. 17–19 were calculated for

the identification task (n5056.4).

Comparison between the results and the pictures that
were taken shows that model c, which was developed for
contrast- or blur-limited imaging systems, although being
more pessimistic, depicts reality better than does model b.

The maximal resolvable angular spatial frequency in a
noise-limited image is the frequency where the MRT curve
and the atmospheric MTF curve meet. The maximal angu-
lar spatial frequency that was used for calculations was the
cutoff frequency of the imaging system. Therefore, if the
imaging system had a narrower FOV the maximal angular

spatial frequency f r max that was used for calculations

would have been higher. A higher value of f r max or a wider

Fig. 12 Total MTF, atmospheric MTF, noise threshold (MRT) and
contrast threshold versus angular spatial frequency in the experi-
ment held at midnight. Range is 1 km.

Fig. 13 Total MTF, atmospheric MTF, noise threshold (MRT) and
contrast threshold versus angular spatial frequency in the experi-
ment held at midnight. Range is 2.3 km.

Fig. 14 Probability of recognition versus range for the afternoon
experiment. Range is 1 km.

Table 3 Maximal spatial angular frequency (f r max) in the experi-
ments. Hardware cutoff frequency is 3269 cycles rad21.

Experiment
f r max for Noise

Threshold (cycles/rad)
f r max for Contrast

Threshold (cycles/rad)

Afternoon, 1 km 3269 3126

Midnight, 1 km 3269 3073

Midnight, 2 km 3233 2616
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spatial frequency bandwidth enables higher probability to
accomplish an acquisition task. Thus, using a higher maxi-
mal angular spatial frequency would cause the curves in
Figs. 17–19, which represent the probability of a target
acquisition task for noise-limited models, to move to the
right and enable identification at distances close to 2 km.

Figure 20 shows the probability of identification when
using the theoretical maximal angular spatial frequency
limited by the atmospheric blur ~derived from the cross
point of the MRT curve and the atmospheric MTF curve!
and not the cutoff frequency of the imaging hardware. Fig.
21 shows the GMC truck at a distance of 1 km. It is at
around pixel coordinates ~150,140!. It can be seen easily
that an identification task cannot be accomplished, nor can
recognition. Model c, which is more pessimistic, is there-
fore a closer match to experiment than model b.

Although in Table 2 there is very good correlation be-
tween measured transmission and transmission expected
from model b using atmospheric MTF instead of transmis-

sion, the correlation at 2.3 km is poorer. Fig. 21 suggests
the reason for the poorer correlation at 2.3 km is that mod-
els a and b are noise-limited while in reality the image is
contrast- or blur-limited.

5 Conclusions

The results of the experiment show that using one extinc-
tion coefficient at all angular spatial frequencies for target
acquisition is inappropriate. The atmosphere has a different
effect at each spatial frequency. This indicates target acqui-
sition is limited by atmospheric blur rather than transmis-
sion.

When the distance to the target is less than Rc , averag-

ing several pixels of the white bar shows there is an addi-
tion of white light that was forward scattered at small
angles. Therefore, there is an increase in the amount of
white light compared to the noise-limited models such as
the IDA/NVL model ~model a! that do not include forward

Fig. 15 Probability of recognition versus range for the midnight ex-
periment. Range is 1 km.

Fig. 16 Probability of recognition versus range for the midnight ex-
periment. Range is 2.3 km.

Fig. 17 Probability of identification versus range for the afternoon
experiment. Range is 1 km.

Fig. 18 Probability of identification versus range for the midnight
experiment. Range is 1 km.
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scattering at small angles. This means that the measured

difference in temperatures DT is larger than the tempera-

ture difference calculated from model a. Thus, atmospheric
blur effects should be included in the NVL/IDA model,
which was developed for noise-limited imaging systems
~model a!. This experiment supports model b.

Furthermore, the comparison made between model b
~noise-limited! and model c ~contrast-limited!, both of
which include atmospheric blur rather than transmittance,
shows that the imaging system was contrast- or blur-limited
and therefore the maximal angular spatial frequency that is
used to calculate the probability to accomplish an acquisi-
tion task is derived from the point where both atmospheric
MTF curve and the human eye threshold contrast curve
intersect. This probability was lower than the one obtained
when model b was used and thus supports model c. This

result is supported by the pictures that were taken in the
experiment, which are consistent only with the more pessi-
mistic of models b and c. Comparison of models b and c
indicates the limitations to target acquisition were imposed
by atmospheric blur rather than by noise.

In these experiments, the dominant source of atmo-
spheric blur is seen to derive from forward scattering by
aerosols, which also explains the much larger temperature

difference DT actually measured than was expected from

atmospheric transmission. The strong blur effect caused by
aerosols has been well known for many years in satellite
imagery, where it is called the adjacency effect,16–21 since
forward small angle scatter by aerosols cause photons to be
imaged in pixels adjacent to where they should be, even in

Fig. 19 Probability of identification versus range for the midnight
experiment. Range is 2.3 km. Fig. 20 Estimated probability of identification versus range for the

midnight experiment assuming MRT intersects MTFatm. Range is
2.3 km.

Fig. 21 Recorded image of the GMC truck. Range is 1 km.
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the visible where turbulence has more effect than in the IR.
It therefore should not be surprising to see here how sig-
nificant aerosol MTF is in the IR, as noted previously.12,22

These experiments suggest that model c is the most realistic
one for target acquisition in view of the low noise charac-
teristics of modern sensors.

6 Appendix

When the distance was changed from 1 to 2.3 km, the cam-
era’s nonuniformity correction ~NUC! was changed from
NUC 1 to NUC 4, respectively. Changing the camera’s
NUC results in a change of its integration time. The inte-
gration time using NUC 1 is 0.313 ms and using NUC 4 is
one half of this, or 0.157 ms.

A pixel’s gray level is

Gray level5A1BKIT exp ~2batmR !, ~A1!

where A is the dc offset, B is the calibration constant of the

camera, K is radiance of the target ~which is assumed to be

constant! and IT is the integration time of the camera. Sub-

tracting two gray levels (DT) will cancel the dc offset A . A

division of 2DT will cancel the multiplication factors B , K

and IT and omit the atmospheric transmittance. In our case,
the result of this division ~when the change of NUC was
not taken into account! was 0.427. This result was multi-
plied by 2 since the IT was doubled when the camera’s
NUC was changed from NUC 1 to NUC 4. Therefore, the
atmospheric transmittance that was measured in the experi-
ment was 0.854.
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